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About This Content

The superbly detailed EWS Class 66 V2.0 is now available for Train Simulator.

When British Rail’s freight operations were privatised in 1996, EWS brought most of BR’s freight operations, including many
locomotives that were unreliable or at the end of their useful life. EWS approached General Motors to seek replacements for the

ageing fleet, which saw the Class 66 enter service in 1998. The model was a replacement for the Class 59, from which it used
the same body shell but was updated with new internal fittings, control systems, 3,000hp engines and power units. More than
440 models were built, and seeing their success as part of the EWS fleet, many heavy freight companies ordered their own

models, including Freightliner, Direct Rail Services and EWS.

The EWS Class 66 V2.0 for Train Simulator is a re-worked model of a previous version, with an updated and improved interior
and re-modelled exterior. Available in EWS livery, the model features accurate brake control and centre-sprung brake lever,
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accurate engine and horn sounds, JGA aggregate hopper wagons and OTA timber wagons.

The model also comes as Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive it on any Quick Drive enabled route for
Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the West Coast Main Line

North route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Three scenarios for the West Coast Main Line North route:

Hoppers for Hunterston

Leaving Law

Timber Treatment

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Re-worked Class 66 in EWS livery

Improved cab interior

New exterior

Accurate brake control and centre-sprung brake lever

Accurate engine and horn sounds

JGA aggregate hopper wagons

OTA timber wagons

Scenarios for the West Coast Main Line North route

Quick Drive compatible
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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I wasn't thrilled with it, and I got it dirt cheap on Humble Bundle. It's a slow, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ version of X-Com.. Short, sweet and
fun.. It's a great game, sadly I never heard of it like those great games, but the good thing about this one is that it isn't another
copy from the original, they actually changed and improved from the original

It has great units but they could have added more instead of keeping most from original, thats one of the few problems about
this... I wish they fixed that, but since another one won't come out ever/too soon I doubt,

I wish this game saw great potential like the Red Alert series which look like total crap right now. Completely Pointless! 10\/10
thumbs up!. This DLC gives You only one minor races, but gives You couple of new cosmic music tracks, which are great.. I
had another program that was not nearly as detailed as this, but what THAT had in detail, it made up for in easy use. This
program is the opposite. Detailed models, yes, sure, but posing is a horrendous chore! It took me SEVEN MINUTES to figure
out how to rotate a character... verrrry slowly.

I honestly cannot recommend this in it's current state.. i thought this game whas cool but its terrible and the multyplayer doesnt
work i think 10/10. I love this game! It's got simple game play that strikes a great balance between puzzle and twitch. The
atmosphere is also great, especially for a retro game fan.
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Very fun city builder set in ancient egypt. Made in the 90's but still holds it's charm today.. This game intially reminded me of
the game LIMBO or INSIDE which caught my interest and led me to buying the game...

I only played the game for 10mins but that 10mins was enough for me to determine that this game was just stupid, uninteresting
and not worth my money.. better than vice city. the best mission was the drunk bus driving by khovansky. Can't get it to work..
1933 Space Machine looks like an early 90s Amiga game because it literally is - it was unfinished and in storage for about two
decades before the owner finally completed and put it on Steam Greenlight. While I'm not too familiar with Amiga games, this
clearly shows inspiration from Stargunner and Raptor: Call of the Shadows. It's a moderatly paced, side-scrolling shmup where
destroyed enemies drop currency that you can use to upgrade your ship between missions and at mid mission checkpoints.

There's a half a dozen different ships, and about two dozen different weapons that you attach to the top, left, right, and bottom
of your ship. I find this annoying, since I found myself losing track of where my ship was in more hectic moments. These
weapons will help you deal with enemies at various distances and angles, so you sometimes need to watch you back. Thankfully,
your ship can take a few hits and you have a rotating shield that can take a few hits and partially regenerate. You can also
manually rotate this shield if you desired. Lives are unlimited, and instead the game will count your deaths per mission and over
the entire playthrough. Each level usually has about 2 checkpoints as well.

The checkpoints, unlimited lives, moderate game speed, and managable bullet patterns makes this much easier to suggest to
casual shmup fans versus the bullet hell games out there, which are too overwhelming for some gamers.. Awesome pleasant little
puzzle game. Very much WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get): an ultra-polished experience with a lot of replayability. It
takes the simple core concept and pushes it in directions you probably hadn't even considered. The only problem is that it's way
too cheap - get it before they realise and fix the price!

Disclaimer: I gave some feedback on a pre-release build, but I don't stand to gain anything from this and I like it enough to buy
it the moment it came out.. Spoiler free review.

I really enjoyed this story and lore. In Part 3 you go to interesting new places and meet interesting new allies and enemies. My
first playthrough was 4.4 hrs, so it's about 1.5 hrs longer then the first two games. However this game has one major problem, as
well as a few minors ones.

The major problem: You need your stats at lv5 or 95-100 to win alot of the rolls. Some of these are just stupid, "failure, needed
100 strength to open window" really! WTF! I was especially\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when I was
so badly injured, from the constant dying, i got "Your wounds will take a long time to heal -10 to various physical stats". It
doesn't feel like a choose your own adventure when you're so limited by your stats. It feels like you're following a straight line
and unless you stayed on that line for the entire 3 parts, you'll fail most of the time.

I would have also like'd to see more interaction between the core characters and romance options. What's the point of even
having the relationship stat in the game if you're not going to use it.

Final Verdict:
I would only recommend this game on sale. It's longer than parts 1+2, but also more expensive. The problems just don't make it
worth paying more for.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0I2GhqN1U5M Here is a video in which I explain the game! You
can see it all in it. I give all my advice in it as well. I think you should just buy it if you have spare money hehehe. Half a year
passed since first bug occurs that prevents me from playing. Support doesn't help.
Either play from stand-alone client, or don't try your luck at steam version.
Strongly NOT recommended!
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